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Objectives
Getting Started
Automated Testing
Manual Testing
Usability Testing
Reporting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our goals today are to:Ability Awareness Guidelines and RolesAccessible Digital Content



Get Started
Measure Your Accessibility Health
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Presentation Notes
Ability Awareness



Focus on accessibility



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Person carrying a child and on phonePhone in the car drivingPhone in classroom or public transportationPhone outside in bright sunlightOn phone walking down the streetPhone with broken glass (limited functions)Limited Data Plan/Slow Internet Connection



Create Inclusive Design

Usable AccessibleInclusive
Design



Global Legislation
Australia - The Disability Discrimination Act
Canada - Canadian Human Rights Act of 1977 and The 
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms
European Union – Directive (EU) 2016/2102
United States of America 

Civil Rights
Procurement Laws
Technology Laws

UN Declaration and Convention

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The WCAG 2.0 are the recognised international standard for web accessibility but they are not, in their own right, legally binding.The WCAG form the technical kevel of conformance for various regional and national legislation including.Australia - The Disability Discrimination ActCanada - Canadian Human Rights Act of 1977 and The Canadian Charter of Rights and FreedomsEuropean Union – Directive (EU) 2016/2102United States of America - Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 Section 504 Secton 255 (Tech)Access to information and communication technology (ICT) is addressed by Board standards and guidelines issued under Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act and Section 255 of the Communications Act. Originally added in 1986ICT Refresh Final Rule, January 2017ADA Enacted in 1990Title II prohibits disability discrimination by all public entities at the federal, state, and local levelTitle III covers commercial entities that operate public accommodations — such as hotels, libraries, museums, train stations, airports, restaurants, movie theaters, retail stores, and hospitals. Note: ADA compliance doesn’t currently cover digital. As of 2017, DOJ removed website rulemaking.But Litigation is happening for both public and private sectors. And the court ruling is not consistent. 



Web Content Accessibility Guidelines

http://www.w3.org/WAI/intro/components.php

WCAG 2.0
Principles Guidelines Level A Level AA Level AAA

1. Perceivable
1.1 Text Alternatives
1.2 Time-based Media
1.3 Adaptable
1.4 Distinguishable

9 5 8

2. Operable
2.1 Keyboard Accessible
2.2 Enough Time
2.3 Seizures
2.4 Navigable

9 3 8

3. Understandable
3.1 Readable
3.2 Predictable
3.3 Input Assistance

5 5 7

4. Robust 4.1 Compatible 2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/Everyone can see it, operate it, understand it, and use it on all devices. There are 12 guidelines under four principles (high level):62 specific success criteriaLevel A — 26 success criteriaLevel AA — 13 success criteriaLevel AAA — 23 success criteriaPerceivable – can everyone “see” this?Provide captions and other alternatives for multimedia.Provide text alternatives for non-text content.Operable – can everyone operate this?Make all functionality available from a keyboard.Help users navigate and find content.Understandable – can everyone understand this?Make text readable and understandable.Help users avoid and correct mistakes.Robust – can all devices use this?Maximize compatibility with current and future user tools.Write good code.



Roles
Leadership
Procurement
Champion
Project Management
Designer
Communications/Marketing
Content Contributors
Developers 
Quality Control (QA)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.w3.org/community/wai-engage/wiki/Accessibility_Responsibility_BreakdownLeadershipProcurementChampionProject ManagementInteraction Design (Designer)Visual Design (Communications/Marketing)Content Contributors (Editors/Writers)Developers (Front end/Back end)Quality Control (QA)



Where is Accessibility

HTML

CSSARIA

WCAG

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide highlights the major milestones for HTML, WCAG, CSS and ARIA. HTML 5.1, November 2016CSS 3, 1999WCAG 2.0, December 2008WCAG 2.1, Draft 2017WAI-ARIA 1.0, March 2014CSS and JavaScript can be used together to display or hide content, such as for drop-down menus or pop-up windows, but most of these interactions require a mouse and are inaccessible to keyboard-only users. Pure CSS can often be used in place of JavaScript to make the experience more accessible.When JavaScript is used, it’s important to understand whether the interaction is keyboard or mouse dependent. Best practice is to make interactions that are device independent. Explore these JavaScript Event Handlers and determine if they are device dependent or independent. 



Automated Testing
Measure Your Accessibility Health

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ability Awareness



Automated Testing
Enterprise Tools
Online Tools
Browser extensions
Desktop Applications

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Page titleAlternative text (present, but not if accurate)Text headings and color contrast ratioKeyboard access and visual focusForm labels and errors (not logical order)Video and audio alternatives presentBasic structure Markup Validation



Features of the Platform Features

Quality Assurance
Accessibility
SEO
Analytics
Response
Policy

Analytics

Policy

Response

Quality 
Assurance

Accessibility

SEO

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Content Suite offers organizations complete visibility into their digital presence, streamlining the content creation process and helping to create and maintain a positive user experience. With features like Quality Assurance, Accessibility, Policy, Analytics, SEO, and more, users can more effectively manage the quality, credibility, and impact of their online content. Quality Assurance�Regain Content Control�A broken link is an inaccessible link Accessibility�Identify & Resolve Web Accessibility Issues�Improve the user experience for ALL your visitors  SEO�Work Smarter, Not Harder to Attract Visitors�Many SEO principles and accessibility principles correspond to each otherAnalytics�Measure What Matters�Prioritize accessibility remediation based on traffic to your busiest pagesPolicy�Secure Consistency & Integrity�Enforce best practices and Identify hard-to-find accessibility issues  Response�Monitor pages and be alerted when a page is performing outside normal parameters



Siteimprove Intelligence Platform
Siteimprove provides on-going, real time WCAG 2.0 Accessibility monitoring 
through its Intelligence Platform.

Digital Certainty Index Quality Assurance Accessibility SEO

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Access your accessibility status  Resolve web accessibility issues  Track progress toward compliance Delegate and coordinate tasks



Language Notification

<html lang=“en"> 

<blockquote xml:lang="de">

<p></p>

</blockquote>

1

2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Language Declaration within Content (WCAG 3.1.3)Language of the Page (WCAG 3.1.1)Every page should have a page level language assigned (normally assigned by the developer at the template level). Proper language tags allow a screen reader to properly understand and relay the text as it was intended. In some situation, blocks of text within a page will need a different language assignment which would be need to be assigned by the content contributor. You do not need to tag words that have been broadly adopted from another language, such as the words croissant or chauffeur. However if you were using the German word for bread ‘brot’ in an English sentence you should include the German language attribute ‘de’ Does anyone have multiple language sites? (Note about text in images and handling alt text for various languages)



Page Titles
Important for:
• usability, 
• search engines optimization, and 
• sharing.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Page Title (WCAG 2.4.2)A title tag is an HTML element for the title of a web page and displays on site tab. Every page should have a unique title. Should be concise description of the page’s purpose. Best practice: Titles should be under 60 characters.



Headings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Headings ((2.4.6))Headings are used to provide a hierarchical structure to content on a webpage.Do not pick a level for the visible appearance; it should follow the proper sequenceEstablishes hierarchy from level 1 to level 6 (<H1>, <H2>, <H3>, <H4>, <H5>, <H6>)Skipping heading levels is considered bad practice and should be avoided.Heading level 1 should only be used once on a webpage. Headings are used for navigating around a webpage.Consistency of headings across the site provides clear structure. Screen reader users have shortcuts to navigate through Headings to quickly access or understand the pages layout.Benefits:This structure and meaning is leveraged by Search Engines and increase page traffic.Subsequent headings (H1-H6) highlights additional information sections on the page. Makes content visibly scannable as well as adding navigation to the page for a screen reader user.

http://pauljadam.com/bookmarklets/


Readability
Total Sentences
Words per Sentence
Syllables per Word
Complexity of Content
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Presentation Notes
Reading Level (3.1.5) – Technically Level AAAHow readable is your content? The easiest way to find out is to use an automated tool to analyze your content. For example, you can use the Readability Tool in the Siteimprove Quality Assurance module, or the view readability statistics when checking grammar in Microsoft Word. Make sure to put the most important information on the top of the page. There are different readability scales to measure the complexity of text content.Readability or reading level is generally described in terms of the level of education required to read the text. For example in the US, it is recommended to aim for 7th-8th grade reading level (12-14 years).While difficult or complex text may be understood by some, others, particularly for those users with cognitive impairments, may struggle to understand the meaning making the message less accessible or completely inaccessible.



Using Color

Low Contrast
#FFFF00 and #FFFFFF

Not Compliant
1.07 Ratio

High Contrast
#OA34EO and #FFFF00

Compliant
7.58 Ratio

Low Contrast
#FF8000 and #FFFFFF

Not Compliant
2.52 Ratio

High Contrast
#757575 and #FFFFFF

Compliant
4.61 Ratio

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using Color (1.4.1, 1.4.3)Visual color deficiencies make some color combination difficult or impossible to distinguish. Design with these color considerations in mind: Color should not be used as the only visual means of conveying information, indicating an action, prompting a response, or distinguishing a visual element, such as: using red to show errors, failures, or wrong answersUsing a specific color to indicate a link will open in a new windowCategorizing items by color – all skills that person A has are shown in red, while all skills person B has are shown in orangeKeep in mind:Branding guidelines for your organization. Not all of the color combinations may be acceptable. Use a checker tool to know for sure. (example: gray text with maroon background)If you have an image with text in it, you will need to manually check the color combinations and contrast ratios. Visual presentation of text and images of normal text has a contrast ratio of at least 4.5:1.Large scale (18 points or 14 point bold) at least 3:1In order to check the colors individually, I used the WebAIM Color Contrast Checker.  The ratio is 4.46, which is very close to passing, but our tool will flag this as an issue until the score is 4.5 or higher. Using this accessible colors tool, I found that if you change the background to #E2E2E2 it will meet compliance, or you can change the text color to #B90F2B to meet compliance.  For the size issue, this font conversion shows the difference in scales for points, pixels and em. Therefore, 14pt and 18pt are equivalent to approximately 18.5px and 24px. If you increase the size of this header to 14 point or 18.5px with bold or 18 point or 24px normal it should make that result a passing contrast ratio. 



HTML Example: Link

<a href="https://www.webpage.com/" target="_blank">
Visit our contacts page.</a>

Web Address Location

Descriptive Text

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most content management systems or software programs will automate the creation of a link for you. But it is important to know the HTML code principles for links.  For example the HTML link attribute target=”_blank” is used to open a link in a new window or tab. Screen readers understand this code and will notify the user. Avoid generic links text like “click here” and “read more”. Make sure you link makes sense out of context.Links should stand out and be descriptive.Audit links frequently and fix broken or empty links.Notify the user if a link will open in a new tab or window.If the link is going to trigger the download of a particular file format, provide that information in the link textNote: It is recommended that you also include a notification if the link will open in a new window. This benefits screen reader users since they will not be told otherwise that a new tab is opening and makes getting back to previous screens more difficult.  



Distinctive Links

Read More

Accessibility 
Tips for 
Designers

Intro text as a teaser 
to get you to be 
interested enough in 
the content to click 
to the full articles. 

Read More

How to 
Understand 
Accessibility

Intro text as a teaser 
to get you to be 
interested enough in 
the content to click 
to the full articles. 

Read More

Make 
Accessibility 
a Priority

Intro text as a teaser 
to get you to be 
interested enough in 
the content to click 
to the full articles. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Screen reader users use links as a means to navigate a webpage, which means they are often taken out of context. Unique and distinctive text is really important for screen reader users. 



Informative Images

Ms. Lamar

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, we will talk about images. First, Informative images convey a simple concept or information that can be expressed in a short phrase or sentence. The text alternative should convey the meaning or content that is displayed visually, which typically isn’t a literal description of the image.For graphs or charts, you would provide a brief description in alt text of an overview of the graphic. For details one can also provide a detailed text description of the chart on the page or via a longdesc html tag.  Most of the time, the content creator will need to develop this information. 



Functional Images

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another type of image is functional. Functional images are used for actions rather then to convey information, like icons or buttons. The text alternative should be “print this page” rather than “(image of a) printer”, Or “search” rather than “magnifying lens”.Most of the time this issues will be handled by the developer or designer, but in come cases a content contributor might have need to add these during content creation. 



Color Contrast



Data Tables

City State Zip
Lawton Oklahoma 73501
Austin Texas 78756
Minneapolis Minnesota 55432

Caption: This table gives information on city, state and zip code. 
<table>
<tr>

<th>Month</th>
<th>Savings</th>

</tr>
<tr>

<td>January</td>
<td>$100</td>

</tr>
</table>

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data tables organize data with a logical relationship in grids, and are a useful way to display dataAssociate table data cells with their appropriate column and row headers for meaningful data relationships used by screen readersAdd captions and summaries to tables to assist with understanding for all usersBest Practice: Do not use tables for layout; this interferes with responsive design and limits flexibilitySimple tables do not contain spanned rows or multiple headers. (Red outline indicates header row cells)



No Coding Errors
Your website has no major code errors.
How to achieve:
• Ensure HTML elements have complete start and end tags
• Nest all HTML elements correctly
• Use unique IDs
• Check that HTML elements don’t contain duplicate attributes

Tool: W3C Markup Validation Service

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How to achieve:Ensure HTML elements have complete start and end tags.Nest all HTML elements correctly.Use unique Ids.Check that HTML elements don’t contain duplicate attributes.Tool: W3C Markup Validation Service 

http://validator.w3.org/


Manual Testing
Measure Your Accessibility Health
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Presentation Notes
Ability Awareness



Web Accessibility Advanced

Manual Testing
Content Analysis
Browser Manipulation
Hardware Manipulation
Form Inspection



Content Review
Shapes

Example: Click the small round button
Try: Click on the accept button

Location on the page
Example: Click the button on the right
Try: Click on the button labeled next 

Sounds
Example: Begin when you hear the ping
Try: Begin when you are prompted (includes visual and sound) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sensory Attributes or Characteristics (WCAG 1.3.3) ShapesDo not require knowledge of the shape (for example, “small round button“). Some users can not perceive shape or size.Try: “Click on the accept button” Location on the pageDo not require knowledge of location of objects (for example, "button on the right"). With responsive design, items on the page may move as the screen gets smaller.Try: “Click on the next button” SoundsDo not make notification only available by sound (for example, “when you hear the ping”). Some users will not be able to hear the sound.Make the notification available in multiple sensory inputs (for example, visual and sound). 



Evaluation Tools Used
1. WebAIM's Wave
2. HTML Code Sniffer
3. Siteimprove Chrome 

Checker
4. Fangs Screen Reader 

Emulator
5. NoCoffee Vision 

Simulator

6. Pauljadam Bookmarklets
7. Colorzilla
8. Accessibility Color Wheel
9. Color Contrast Analyzer
10.Zoom Text Only
11.W3C Markup Validation 

Service

http://wave.webaim.org/extension/
http://squizlabs.github.io/HTML_CodeSniffer/
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/siteimprove-accessibility/efcfolpjihicnikpmhnmphjhhpiclljc?hl=en-US
https://addons.mozilla.org/en-us/firefox/addon/fangs-screen-reader-emulator/
https://accessgarage.wordpress.com/2013/02/09/458/
http://pauljadam.com/bookmarklets/
http://gmazzocato.altervista.org/colorwheel/wheel.php
https://www.paciellogroup.com/resources/contrastanalyser/
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-instant&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=zoom%20text%20only
http://validator.w3.org/
http://www.colorzilla.com/


Color to Convey Meaning

Name (required)

Status (optional)

Name*

Favorite Food

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The best practice is to have a stacked design. This is compatible with responsive sites as well as being an accessible design. 



Audio and Video Accessibility
Transcripts
Closed captioning 
Audio descriptions 

Note:
Do not design content that is known to cause seizures. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WCAG requires the following regarding audio and video files:Provide an alternative for time-based media that presents equivalent information (transcript)Make synchronized captions available on prerecorded and live contentProvide audio description about actions, characters, scene changes, and on-screen text that are important to the meaning of the contentAllow more than one sensory characteristic for understanding or operating contentInclude the ability for audio control (pause, stop, and adjust volume) for any audio content lasting longer than 3 secondsCreate content that does not risk inducing seizures in users with photosensitivityVerify that all media player functions can be accessed with a keyboard interfaceCheck color contrast ratios for any text presented in the video1.2.3 Audio Description or Media Alternative (Prerecorded): An alternative for time-based media or audio description of the prerecorded video content is provided for synchronized media, except when the media is a media alternative for text and is clearly labeled as such. (A)1.2.5 Audio Description (Prerecorded): Audio description provided for all prerecorded video content in synchronized media. (AA)

https://trace.umd.edu/peat


Media Player

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CaptionsAudio TrackVolumeLabeled ControlsKeyboard AccessibleBrowser Compatibility



Assistive Technology Testing
Tab orderTool us

Use shortcut keys to test:
Headings,
Links, and
Lists.

Make sure all elements can be accessed.
JavaScript event handlers
No actions require a mouse

ed: JAWS, NVDA, Dragon Naturally Speaking

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Screen readers (JAWS, NVDA, VoiceOver)Is it possible to navigate to all text using the keyboard only?Is it possible to navigate to all controls using the keyboard only?Are the following controls properly labeled?Edit boxes (data entry fields)Drop-down lists (combo boxes)�Check boxesRadio buttons Graphic icons/buttonsTables LinksIn addition to proper labeling and the ability to navigate to each control:Can drop down items be cursored through without change event activation? Pressing enter on a highlighted item or tabbing to a button for that highlighted item should activate if this is used as a control.Are all errors or messages displayed as a pop-up so that the user knows they are there?If an error or message dialog box pops up, can it be closed without effecting the user's cursor position on the application page.Are the contents of all edit fields (whether enterable or read only) navigable text? This usually can be verified if the cursor resides in the edit field and can navigate using keystrokes.Are mandatory data entry fields text labeled so that the user knows they are required?Are controls for each screen or page organized for logical sequential tab navigation?



Screen Readers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Verify that all content is being readPresented in a meaningful orderTools used:Job Access With Speech (JAWS) (IE)Non-Visual Desktop Access (NVDA) (Firefox)VoiceOver (Safari)Dragon Naturally SpeakingBased on a report from WebAIM on screen reader users (October 2017 of 1792) JAWS with Internet Explorer is the move common combination (25%). NVDA with Firefox was second with 24%. Voiceover with Safari made up about 10%. (Android uses TalkBack tested with Google Chrome). Only 19% of users surveyed felt website accessibility has gotten worst. 88% of these users are on mobile devices. Most used mobile platform was Apple (76%).  In this study, 100 blind users, the top causes of frustration reported were page layout causing confusing screen reader feedback; (b) conflict between screen reader and application; (c) poorly designed/unlabeled forms; (d) no alt text for pictures; and (e) 3-way tie between misleading links, inaccessible PDF, and a screen reader crash. Blind users in this study were likely to repeatedly attempt to solve a frustration, not give up, and not reboot the computer. In this study, the blind users reported losing, on average, 30.4% of time due to these frustrating situations.�What Frustrates Screen Reader Users on the Web: A Study of 100 Blind Users | Request PDF. Available from: https://www.researchgate.net/publication/220302591_What_Frustrates_Screen_Reader_Users_on_the_Web_A_Study_of_100_Blind_Users [accessed Jan 08 2018].



Keyboard Interactions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s important to know all functionality on a web page can be reached by a keyboard (or keyboard interface). Disconnect your mouse and use these keyboard shortcuts to determine if you can get to everything on your site. If you can’t, your site does not fully support assistive technology like screen readers.Visible focus should be present. Not the default settings. 



Caution: Modal or Pop-up Boxes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Imagine that you had to navigate the web with a keyboard. Suppose that a modal window appeared on the screen, and you had very little context to know what it is and why it’s obscuring the content you’re trying to browse. Now you’re wondering, “How do I interact with this?” or “How do I get rid of it?” because your keyboard’s focus hasn’t automatically moved to the modal window.Additionally, this interaction can be problematic when a user is using a zoom feature and isn't given focus on the modal window. For example a user could be zoomed into the corner of a the screen unable to detect the pop-up in the center of the screen.



Forms Fields
Clearly Labeled Elements
Instructions & Input Type
Helpful Suggestions
Prevent Errors
Best Layout

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Label elements and provide instructions. Best Practice: Using ARIA labels is very helpful here. Form inputs have associated text labels.Visible and programmatic Labels on all input elementsSufficient labels, cues, and instructions for all elements1.3.3 – Sensory Characteristics1.4.1 – Use of Color3.3.2 – Labels or Instructions3.3.3 – Error Suggestion3.3.4 – Error Prevention (Legal, Financial, Data)Provide examples for data formatsProvide text instructions at the beginning of a formHow to achieve:Required data formatsInvalid entry (dates)Invalid charactersDon’t clear the form if user makes a mistakeProvide client-side validation and alertBest practice: Provide error notifications before the users continues. Adding examples to form fields greatly increase the success of the person entering the information. Phone number examples:With dashesWithout dashesBroken out into 3 entry boxesInclude the country codeIf you don’t clearly identify how you want the information, your site visitors could experience delays or even frustration. ErrorsHow to achieve:Required data formatsInvalid entry (dates)Invalid charactersDon’t clear the form if user makes a mistakeProvide client-side validation and alertBest practice: Provide error notifications before the users continues. 



Widgets and Plug-ins

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Often the widget providers do not include proper coding to make them accessible for assistive technologies. Developers who use these should make sure the code is fully compliant before deploying on your site. In some organizations, web services and tool purchased from vendors must met digital accessibility requirements. Examples could be a survey tool or payment system.  Since these sites or tools offer services under your name, your reputation is associated with the user's experience. You have limited control over updates on vendor site, but you should pursue all channels to get a better product for you and your users. Document your efforts and re-evaluate providers at contract opportunities. Example: Embedded YouTube videos with iframesCalendarsEmbedded videosNews feedsSurveysAdvertisersSocial Media 



Hardware Manipulation

Turn off images
Turn off sound
Vary font size (zoom up to 200%)
Change screen resolution and resize window
Change display color to gray scale
Tab through the page (unplug mouse)



Resize Text

100% 200% 300%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1.4.4Resize TextText can be resized without assistive technology up to 200 percent without loss of content or functionality.How to achieve:Enlarged text does not overlap over text; all content is still visibleUse relative units (such as percent or em); not absolute units (such as pixel or point).Tool: Increase the zoom in your browserBest practice: Increase the zoom to 400%



Flexible

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Content should not be obscured when on different devices. Reduce horizontal scrolling. Enlarge content to up to 400% to make sure text is flexible. Remember that things move around when we switch to smaller devices.Do not refer to shapes, locations, colors when referencing objects or calls to action.  



User Testing
Measure Your Accessibility Health
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Presentation Notes
Ability Awareness



Can Users 
Use My 
Site?



Can Users 
Use My 
Site?



Testing: Usability
Usability testing helps understand user needs, identify 
potential issues, and generate ideas for improvement. 
Factors:

User Task analysis
Readability
Site Navigability
User Experience



Predictable



Mouse Interactions






Consistent
Maintain consistent identification of components that have 
the same functionality.

Search Find

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3.2.4 Consistent IdentificationComponents that have the same functionality within a set of Web pages are identified consistently.How to achieve:Consistent use of icons and where they link toConsistent referential linksConsistent labels, names, and text alternatives for content that has the same functionalityIncorrect example: Calling a search box “search” on the home page, but then referring to it as “find’ on other pages



Reporting
Measure Your Accessibility Health

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ability Awareness



Accessibility is an ongoing process 
NOT a one-time Project!



Testing Report
Items tested and any excluded
Date of testing
Reviewer
Tools used
Results of testing
Plan to correct

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You have a handout of a sample testing report. It is best to have documentation that you have tested your sites



Next Steps
Evaluate existing sites and resources
Learn skills necessary for compliance
Make a plan for compliance
Document exceptions



Questions?



Contact

Dawn Watkins, CPACC
Accessibility Consultant
Siteimprove-Minneapolis
dwat@siteimprove.com
1.612.259.6414 (direct)

https://www.linkedin.com/in/w3bgurl/

mailto:dwat@siteimprove.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/w3bgurl/
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